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Operational Controls

Manual control

Its operation is simple as the crossbars glide effortlessly along tracks 

with a basic network of cords and pulleys which are hand drawn or a 

simple pull stick operation is also optional

Motorization

Motorisation is an option for some installations which can allow for 

smart phone and voice control with modern devices like Alexa and Siri.

You can rest assured that your authorized distributor (above) is the very best in your area as we

thoroughly scrutineer every distribution application to ensure that our high expectations are

mirrored by only the very best and experienced operators who follow our stringent manufacturing,

installation and quality control processes.
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A u s t r a l i a n  M a d e .  A u s t r a l i a n  O w n e d

Overview

The Solare Praesidio is a concertina style awning that is designed

to extend under a pergola, glass roof, skylight/light well and any

overhead structure that requires shade, or to simply dress the space

and create ambience.

With a soft feel pleated fabric system it helps to disguise any hard lines.

The Solare Praesidio is sometimes known as the Pleated patio shade

or suspended shade and can handle a light sprinkle of rain* but ideally

is suited as a shade protection devise.

Fabric Options

With a wide variety of fabrics to choose from, the Solare Praesidio 

System can be made with either tight pleats pulling out flat when extend-

ed or with fuller pleats to create a warm designer feel for more elegant 

results when ambience is the brief.

The depth of the pleats are fully customisable to suit each space. The 

more crossbars that are integrated means a lesser pleat depth result.

This can be an important factor when considering the stacking height 

when retracted to clear an obstructions like doors, windows or light 

fittings. 

Colour Range

With a full powder coat colour range available you can apply that perfect 

tone for seamless integration to your area.

Sizing

They are fully custom made to suit any size up to:

Maximum Width: 5.775m

Maximum Projection: 6.5m

* Conditions apply

Max Width 5.775m

Max
Projection

6.5m


